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since the rise to power of mikhail gorbachev observers increasingly ask is the cold war over what do these changes mean for foreign policy how confident can we be about anyone s ability
to foresee the future this volume brings together a representative group of interpreters of the cold war to address some of the recurrent questions responses divide both scholars and
politicians critics of the bush administration charge it has shown more nostalgia for the familiar patterns of the cold war than energy in responding to changes in soviet american relations
serious scholars who often agree on foreign policy assessments differ on key issues concerning the end of the cold war and what will take its place contributors william d anderson clay
clemens michael cox anton w deporte r bates gill norman graebner sterling kernek shao chuan leng peter rutland peter shearman steve smith jack spence and kenneth w thompson co published
with the miller center of public affairs the superpowers traces the development of the usa and russia later ussr from 1898 through to 2000 placing the cold war from inception to ending
into the wider social economic and political context this is the first history of the two major participants and their relationship throughout the twentieth century the superpowers
explores the intertwining history of the two powers chronologically and includes discussion of the inheritance of the two great powers and their imperial background world war one and
the russian revolution capitalism and socialism world war two and its impact the conflicts in berlin czechoslovakia vietnam and afghanistan perestroika and the end of the ussr the
significance of the events of 1991 and their legacy this book explores the question of where power lies in the post cold war world the authors identify and discuss the factors which make
the united states the world leader in the 1990s and consider the strengths and weaknesses of countries which may be on the way to becoming leaders in europe russia and the eu and asia
japan and china a new book for paper 2 world history topic 12 the cold war superpower tensions and rivalries 20th century readable and rigorous coverage that gives you the depth of
knowledge and skills development required for the diploma provides reliable clear and in depth narrative from topic experts analysis of the historiography surrounding key debates dedicated
exam practice with model answers and practice questions tok support activities and historical investigation questions to help with all aspects of the diploma tailored exactly to the
diploma it also helps you develop analytical skills through the widest variety of sources at this level other titles in the series the move to global war rights and protest authoritarian
states the cold war offers a brief but detailed treatment of one of the most complex eras of the 20th century in this fully revised second edition j p d dunbabin drawing on international
scholarship and using much new material from communist sources describes a world in which covert operations could be as important as outright diplomacy soft power as influential as
hard and in which competing ideologies ruled the hearts as much as the heads of the leaders in power dunbabin s account is global in scope taking into account the importance of players
beyond the superpowers and shedding light on the proxy conflicts such as those in africa and the middle east that if not caused by the continuing stalemate between the great powers were
used as weapons within it a range of textbooks covering many of the options available on gcse history specifications superpower rivalry focuses on the beginning of the cold war at the end
of world war ii to the collapse of the soviet empire in 1991 it covers the breakdown of the wartime alliance the berlin blockade and the wars which involved the superpowers including the
korean war and the vietnam war there are sections on the arms race the cuban missile crisis and an account of the fall of the soviet empire the book meets the requirements of the new modern
world history courses examines the trajectory of the cold war and its impact on the rest of the world to seek lessons for international relations this title analyses issues such as the
unipolar moment the economic balance of power the emergence of cooperative security frameworks and nuclear disarmament outlining where the potential for conflict is ingrained the cold
war is conventionally regarded as a superpower conflict that dominated the shape of international relations between world war ii and the fall of the berlin wall smaller powers had to
adapt to a role as pawns in a strategic game of the superpowers its course beyond their control this edited volume offers a fresh interpretation of twentieth century smaller european
powers east west neutral and non aligned and argues that their position vis � vis the superpowers often provided them with an opportunity rather than merely representing a constraint
analysing the margins for manoeuvre of these smaller powers the volume covers a wide array of themes ranging from cultural to economic issues energy to diplomacy and bulgaria to
belgium given its holistic and nuanced intervention in studies of the cold war this book will be instrumental for students of history international relations and political science this edited
volume re assesses the relationship between the united states the soviet union and key regional players in waging and halting conflict in the middle east between 1967 and 1973 these were
pivotal years in the arab israeli conflict with the effects still very much in evidence today in addition to addressing established debates the book opens up new areas of controversy in
particular concerning the inter war years and the so called war of attrition and underlines the risks both moscow and washington were prepared to run in supporting their regional clients
the engagement of soviet forces in the air defence of egypt heightened the danger of escalation and made this one of the hottest regional conflicts of the cold war era against this cold war
backdrop the motives of both israel and the arab states in waging full scale and lower intensity conflict are illuminated the overall goal of this work is to re assess the relationship
between the cold war and regional conflict in shaping the events of this pivotal period in the middle east the cold war in the middle east will be of much interest to students of cold war
studies middle eastern history strategic studies and international history the cold war dominated international politics between 1945 and 1990 when the two superpowers the united
states and soviet union vied for supremacy their clash profoundly influenced the main trends of the time including economic development technological change and decolonization it divided
europe with the fault line running through germany although it never erupted into a major superpower conflagration it was a vicious struggle that was often fought through proxies in
the third world periodically flared into searing limited conflicts in korea vietnam and afghanistan and occasionally produced the most dangerous international crises particularly over
berlin and cuba which brought the world to the brink of nuclear war this new routledge title is the first reference work authoritatively to draw together all the major works on this
pivotal event reassesses the history and operation of post war global politics presenting a new and satisfying explanation of how international relations and strategy work contains a
theoretical perspective on superpowers in the international system an original researched investigation of how superpower relations ended during the cold war and explores current
geopolitical change along with the future and adjustment of the u s to the new world order superpower detente is an outstanding assessment of the highs and lows in the relationship
between the two superpowers in the 1970s and the prospects for a continuing detente between them in the 1980s this thorough examination of the 1970s reminds us that improvements early
in that decade gave way to stalemate and the demise of detente the early 1970s saw the most far reaching moves toward detente since the inception of the cold war but bowker and
williams suggest the coincidence of interests between the superpowers hid divergent conceptions of what detente was and what kind of behaviour it required the cold war was a time of
ultimate technological military and political competition between the united states and the soviet union proxy wars were fought between countries supported by one of the two
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superpowers of the united states or the soviet union the united states and soviet union put their powers to the test in the arms race and the space race this book describes how the
landscape of war was forever changed as these formidable forces pursued political power through technology and weapons in tracing the developments of the cuban missile crisis and
beyond this book presents and interprets a heretofore unavailable and largely unknown secret speech that castro delivered to the cuban leadership in 1968 blight and brenner shed new light
on cuban soviet relations making sad and luminous days essential not only for cold war scholars and historians but also for anyone intrigued by the drama of the thirteen momentous days
in october 1962 in today s worlds of drones military strikes and weapons of mass destruction it s difficult to imagine a nonviolent war of constant hostility between world super powers
readers will be intrigued by this conflict known as the cold war they will learn that it was a geopolitical ideological and economic struggle between two world superpowers the usa and
the ussr starting in 1947 and ending in 1991 this is an excellent first book by a young lebanese scholar he brings analytical sophistication and detailed knowledge of a wide variety of
sources to bear on a crucial period when the cold war was being fought out in the middle east he is quick to note that neither the united states nor the soviet union was particularly
successful in exerting its influence in the region in addition the local powers quickly learned to exploit the superpower rivalry he also vividly conveys how the israeli challenge
exacerbated inter arab relations finally relying on arabic sources he gives a glimpse into the internal decision making of egypt and other arab states noting that they often overestimated
their importance to outside powers this well researched and objective study is a welcome addition to serious history written by middle east scholars from the region from foreign affairs
may june 1995 the cold war explores the secrets of the cold war the superpowers never fought openly on a battlefield instead they attacked one another by underhand means spying
propaganda secret operations and guerrilla wars the united states the soviet union and the geopolitical implications of the origins of the cold war 1945 1949 describes how the united
states and the soviet union deployed their hard and soft power resources to create the basis for the institutionalization of the international order in the aftermath of world war two the
book argues that the origins of the cold war should not be seen from the perspective of a magnified spectrum of conflict but should be regarded as a process by which the superpowers
attempted to forge a normative framework capable of sustaining their geopolitical needs and interests in the post war scenario the united states the soviet union and the geopolitical
implications of the origins of the cold war 1945 1949 examines how the use of ideology and the instrument of political intervention in the spheres of influence managed by the superpowers
were conducive to the establishment of a stable international order it postulates that the element of conflict present in the early period of the cold war served to demarcate the scope of
manoeuvring available to each of the superpowers and studies the notion that the united states and the soviet union were primarily interested in establishing the conditions for the
accomplishment of their vital geostrategic interests this required the implementation of social norms imposed in the respective spheres of influence a factor that provided certainty to the
spectrum of interstate relations after the period of turmoil that culminated with the onset of world war two this book gives a detailed informative and thought provoking account of the
incidents and relations involving the superpowers since 1945 when the cold war began back cover the cold war between the united states and the soviet union lasted from the end of world
war ii until the end of the 1980s over the course of five decades they never came to blows directly rather these two world superpowers competed in other arenas that would touch
almost every corner of the globe inside you will read about what was the cold war the origins of the cold war world war ii and the beginning of the cold war the cold war in the 1950s
the cold war in the 1960s the cold war in the 1970s the cold war in the 1980s and the end of the cold war both interfered in the affairs of other countries to win allies for their opposing
ideologies in the process governments were destabilized ideas silenced revolutions broke out and culture was controlled this overview of the cold war provides the story of how these
two countries came to oppose one another and the impact it had on them and others around the world it was in the third world that the ambitions and fears of the two cold war
superpowers were played out v korea vietnam egypt and syria afghanistan in their bizarre way these were carefully controlled wars carefully controlled in the sense that neither great
power allowed itself to become directly engaged in a hot war with the other equally neither allowed itself to go for broke in a grand sweep across the third world in fear of provoking
that final confrontation but this fear of direct confrontation was never as rigidly controlled as one would think again and again events veered towards a clash between eagle and bear
the authors of this book make real such terrifying possibilities as korea or the 67 war dragging in both superpowers they predict the consequences of the united states or the soviet union
attempting radical strategies in vietnam or in a divided germany either to follow the british success in malaya or to invade the north they imagine the invasion of cuba when the delicate
signals failed to find a way out of the missile crisis and bring to life a scenario in which the soviet union knocks the great game off the board by using afghanistan as base to bring down
pakistan and achieve its warm water port on the indian ocean cold war hot vividly brings to life these and many other alternate scenarios taking the reader behind the scenes at these
momentous moments in history in showing what could have happened the authors show how precarious the cold war peace actually was and how little it would have taken to tip the
balance into world war three during the cold war military conflicts in vietnam and afghanistan validated the importanct of war in global power dynamics but military intervention proved
not to be politically sustainable for the usa and the ussr this study investigates the parallels and differences in the two conflicts the cold war explores the secrets of the cold war the
superpowers never fought openly on a battlefield instead they attacked one another by underhanded means spying propaganda secret operations and guerrilla wars the cold war
superpowers endeavored mightily to win hearts and minds abroad through what came to be called public diplomacy while many target audiences were on the conflict s original front lines in
europe the vast majority resided in areas in the throes of decolonization and experienced the cold war as public diplomacy as a media war for their allegiance rather than as violence in these
areas superpower public diplomacy encountered volatile issues of race empire poverty and decolonization which intersected with the dynamics of the cold war and with anti imperialist
currents the challenge to us public diplomacy was acute jim crow and washington s european imperial alliances were inseparable from the image of the united states and put american
outreach unavoidably on the defensive newly independent voices in the non european world responded to this media war by launching public diplomacy campaigns of their own in addition to
validating the strategic importance of public diplomacy they articulated a different vision of the postwar world rejecting the superpowers cold war they forged the third world project
around nonalignment post imperial economic development and anti colonial racial solidarity in doing so jason c parker argues the united states inadvertently helped to nurture the third
world as a transnational imagined community on the postwar global landscape tracing us public diplomacy during the early years of the cold war hearts minds voices narrates how us
foreign policy engaged with and impacted the global south and international history more broadly a collection of essays primarily examining us and soviet policy and decision making its
implementation and results acidic paper annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or the cold war offers a brief but detailed treatment of one of the most complex eras of the 20th
century in this fully revised second edition j p d dunbabin drawing on international scholarship and using much new material from communist sources describes a world in which covert
operations could be as important as outright diplomacy soft power as influential as hard and in which competing ideologies ruled the hearts as much as the heads of the leaders in power
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dunbabin s account is global in scope taking into account the importance of players beyond the superpowers and shedding ligh understand the cold war provides a fascinating insight into
this complicated and hidden conflict from how it began to the main characters involved and the culture it created it will help you understand how the superpowers grew and vied for
dominance and how the balance was lost all the important aspects of the war are covered from what jfk and his assassin had in common to a discussion of whether the tension ended after
the fall of the berlin wall give yourself the opportunity to understand the global reach of this 45 year long conflict which shaped the latter half of the twentieth century not got much
time one five and ten minute introductions to key principles to get you started author insights lots of instant help with common problems and quick tips for success based on the author s
many years of experience extend your knowledge extra online articles at teachyourself com to give you a richer understanding things to remember quick refreshers to help you remember the
key facts try this innovative exercises illustrate what you ve learnt and how to use it essay from the year 2003 in the subject politics international politics topic peace and conflict
studies security grade 1 a university of kent department of politics and international relations 9 entries in the bibliography language english abstract when the usa dropped two nuclear
bombs on the japanese cities of nagasaki and hiroshima in august 1945 the world witnessed the first and so far the last use of these weapons their devastating effect led to a worldwide
fear of atomic bombs but could not however prevent a number of states from developing these fatal devices in fact the two superpowers engaged in the subsequent arms race during the cold
war which in the end left both with a nuclear arsenal big enough to destroy the entire world several times over although these weapons exist in huge amounts they have never been used for
military purposes since this distinction is important to make because the superpowers did make use of their nuclear arsenal on a political level namely with the strategy of nuclear
deterrence based on the us assurance that a soviet attack on the usa or its allies would be answered with massive retaliation this strategy has prevented a nuclear war by looking at the
concept of nuclear deterrence in more detail this essay will argue that nuclear deterrence must be seen as a conflict even though arguments can be found underlining the view that it is not it
is certainly true that the abstract nature of nuclear strategy makes an explanation in the traditional clausewitzian sense of conflict impossible however recognising the fact that the
arrival of the nuclear bomb has changed the purpose of military strategy fundamentally namely from the purpose of winning wars to the purpose of preventing wars inevitably leads to a
new concept of conflict nuclear strategy has introduced a shift of strategic thinking away from the military towards politics this does of course mean that conflict now has to be defined
in political terms conflict can no longer only be seen as the confrontation of armies in the battlefield but must include the threat of use of force as the political dimension of conflict as
well whether world war ii made or merely marked the transition of the united states from a major world power to a superpower the fact remains that america s role in the world around it
had undergone a dramatic change other nations had long recognized the potential of the united states they had seen its power exercised regularly in economics if only sparodically in
politics but world war ii and the landscape it left behind prompted american leaders and the congress to conclude that they had to use the nation s strength to protect and advance its
interests analyzes the potential social political and cultural implications of the recent changes in eastern europe the declining influence of the superpowers and the opportunities and
pitfalls of a european community includes firsthand speeches letters diary entries and other primary source materials that give the reasons these unforgettable events unfolded as they did
this book describes what caused the cold war between the united states and the soviet union en mulig koalition mellem vesttyskland storbritanien frankrig og japan foresl�s for at undg�
inddragelse i rivaliseringen mellem usa og ussr men med et vist samarbejde med usa the book analyses the role of the german question in the origins of the cold war the work evaluates the
transformation which occurred in germany and the post war international order due to the inter allied work on denazification the author analyses the rationalist aspects of superpower
interaction with particular emphasis on the legal and diplomatic framework which sustained not only the treatment of the german question but also the general context of inter allied
relations the author also tackles the conflictual aspects of the treatment of the german question by examining superpower interaction in relation to the enforcement of their structural
interests the main argument of the book is that due to the interaction between the elements of intervention and coexistence the german question constituted the most significant issue in the
configuration of the post war international order research paper undergraduate from the year 2009 in the subject politics topic peace and conflict security grade 2 0 justus liebig
university giessen institut f�r politikwissenschaft course the east west conflict language english abstract the ideological division between east and west communism and capitalism
culminated in a nuclear arms race which had the potential to destroy the whole world after going through various crises which will be presented to you in this paper like for example the
extremely dangerous cuban missile crisis in 1962 the involved states realized that without a rapprochement on governmental level a competition for global predominance would
potentially destroy the whole world one first step on the way to d�tente was the installation of the moscow washington hotline the red telephone or the hei�e draht how we call it in
germany was approved by an agreement on june 20 1963 in geneva switzerland other reasons for a political approximation were to be found in the domestic affairs of the u s a and the
soviet union from the american perspective the debacle in vietnam had by the late 1960 s proven costly in terms of life lost and the expenditures incurred while it had simultaneously
undermined the united states prestige around the globe weaknesses in the soviet economy the need for access to western markets and technology provided an additional rationale for moscow
s interest in det�nte arguing that we live in a world where great powers such as china and the eu are not helpless in the face of the united states this text contends that the other major
nations of the world must work alongside the us in order to counter balance america s current dominance of the international political scene
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Beyond the Cold War

1990

since the rise to power of mikhail gorbachev observers increasingly ask is the cold war over what do these changes mean for foreign policy how confident can we be about anyone s ability
to foresee the future this volume brings together a representative group of interpreters of the cold war to address some of the recurrent questions responses divide both scholars and
politicians critics of the bush administration charge it has shown more nostalgia for the familiar patterns of the cold war than energy in responding to changes in soviet american relations
serious scholars who often agree on foreign policy assessments differ on key issues concerning the end of the cold war and what will take its place contributors william d anderson clay
clemens michael cox anton w deporte r bates gill norman graebner sterling kernek shao chuan leng peter rutland peter shearman steve smith jack spence and kenneth w thompson co published
with the miller center of public affairs

The Superpowers

2002-01-04

the superpowers traces the development of the usa and russia later ussr from 1898 through to 2000 placing the cold war from inception to ending into the wider social economic and
political context this is the first history of the two major participants and their relationship throughout the twentieth century the superpowers explores the intertwining history of the
two powers chronologically and includes discussion of the inheritance of the two great powers and their imperial background world war one and the russian revolution capitalism and
socialism world war two and its impact the conflicts in berlin czechoslovakia vietnam and afghanistan perestroika and the end of the ussr the significance of the events of 1991 and their
legacy

Superpowers in the Post-Cold War Era

1999-07-05

this book explores the question of where power lies in the post cold war world the authors identify and discuss the factors which make the united states the world leader in the 1990s and
consider the strengths and weaknesses of countries which may be on the way to becoming leaders in europe russia and the eu and asia japan and china

Access to History for the IB Diploma: The Cold War: Superpower tensions and rivalries Second Edition

2015-05-15

a new book for paper 2 world history topic 12 the cold war superpower tensions and rivalries 20th century readable and rigorous coverage that gives you the depth of knowledge and
skills development required for the diploma provides reliable clear and in depth narrative from topic experts analysis of the historiography surrounding key debates dedicated exam practice
with model answers and practice questions tok support activities and historical investigation questions to help with all aspects of the diploma tailored exactly to the diploma it also
helps you develop analytical skills through the widest variety of sources at this level other titles in the series the move to global war rights and protest authoritarian states

The Cold War

2014-01-14

the cold war offers a brief but detailed treatment of one of the most complex eras of the 20th century in this fully revised second edition j p d dunbabin drawing on international scholarship
and using much new material from communist sources describes a world in which covert operations could be as important as outright diplomacy soft power as influential as hard and in
which competing ideologies ruled the hearts as much as the heads of the leaders in power dunbabin s account is global in scope taking into account the importance of players beyond the
superpowers and shedding light on the proxy conflicts such as those in africa and the middle east that if not caused by the continuing stalemate between the great powers were used as
weapons within it
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Superpower Rivalry

1998

a range of textbooks covering many of the options available on gcse history specifications superpower rivalry focuses on the beginning of the cold war at the end of world war ii to the
collapse of the soviet empire in 1991 it covers the breakdown of the wartime alliance the berlin blockade and the wars which involved the superpowers including the korean war and the
vietnam war there are sections on the arms race the cuban missile crisis and an account of the fall of the soviet empire the book meets the requirements of the new modern world history
courses

Superpower Rivalry and Conflict

2009-12-16

examines the trajectory of the cold war and its impact on the rest of the world to seek lessons for international relations this title analyses issues such as the unipolar moment the
economic balance of power the emergence of cooperative security frameworks and nuclear disarmament outlining where the potential for conflict is ingrained

Margins for Manoeuvre in Cold War Europe

2019-11-28

the cold war is conventionally regarded as a superpower conflict that dominated the shape of international relations between world war ii and the fall of the berlin wall smaller powers
had to adapt to a role as pawns in a strategic game of the superpowers its course beyond their control this edited volume offers a fresh interpretation of twentieth century smaller
european powers east west neutral and non aligned and argues that their position vis � vis the superpowers often provided them with an opportunity rather than merely representing a
constraint analysing the margins for manoeuvre of these smaller powers the volume covers a wide array of themes ranging from cultural to economic issues energy to diplomacy and
bulgaria to belgium given its holistic and nuanced intervention in studies of the cold war this book will be instrumental for students of history international relations and political science

The Cold War in the Middle East

2007-07-12

this edited volume re assesses the relationship between the united states the soviet union and key regional players in waging and halting conflict in the middle east between 1967 and 1973
these were pivotal years in the arab israeli conflict with the effects still very much in evidence today in addition to addressing established debates the book opens up new areas of
controversy in particular concerning the inter war years and the so called war of attrition and underlines the risks both moscow and washington were prepared to run in supporting their
regional clients the engagement of soviet forces in the air defence of egypt heightened the danger of escalation and made this one of the hottest regional conflicts of the cold war era
against this cold war backdrop the motives of both israel and the arab states in waging full scale and lower intensity conflict are illuminated the overall goal of this work is to re
assess the relationship between the cold war and regional conflict in shaping the events of this pivotal period in the middle east the cold war in the middle east will be of much interest to
students of cold war studies middle eastern history strategic studies and international history

The Cold War: Origins

2013

the cold war dominated international politics between 1945 and 1990 when the two superpowers the united states and soviet union vied for supremacy their clash profoundly influenced
the main trends of the time including economic development technological change and decolonization it divided europe with the fault line running through germany although it never erupted
into a major superpower conflagration it was a vicious struggle that was often fought through proxies in the third world periodically flared into searing limited conflicts in korea
vietnam and afghanistan and occasionally produced the most dangerous international crises particularly over berlin and cuba which brought the world to the brink of nuclear war this
new routledge title is the first reference work authoritatively to draw together all the major works on this pivotal event
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The Superpowers and Arms Control

1973

reassesses the history and operation of post war global politics presenting a new and satisfying explanation of how international relations and strategy work contains a theoretical
perspective on superpowers in the international system an original researched investigation of how superpower relations ended during the cold war and explores current geopolitical change
along with the future and adjustment of the u s to the new world order

Superpowers and International Conflict

1979

superpower detente is an outstanding assessment of the highs and lows in the relationship between the two superpowers in the 1970s and the prospects for a continuing detente between
them in the 1980s this thorough examination of the 1970s reminds us that improvements early in that decade gave way to stalemate and the demise of detente the early 1970s saw the
most far reaching moves toward detente since the inception of the cold war but bowker and williams suggest the coincidence of interests between the superpowers hid divergent conceptions
of what detente was and what kind of behaviour it required

The Geopolitics of Power and Conflict

1993-11-14

the cold war was a time of ultimate technological military and political competition between the united states and the soviet union proxy wars were fought between countries supported
by one of the two superpowers of the united states or the soviet union the united states and soviet union put their powers to the test in the arms race and the space race this book
describes how the landscape of war was forever changed as these formidable forces pursued political power through technology and weapons

Superpower Detente

1988-10-01

in tracing the developments of the cuban missile crisis and beyond this book presents and interprets a heretofore unavailable and largely unknown secret speech that castro delivered to the
cuban leadership in 1968 blight and brenner shed new light on cuban soviet relations making sad and luminous days essential not only for cold war scholars and historians but also for
anyone intrigued by the drama of the thirteen momentous days in october 1962

Superpower Rivalries and Proxy Warfare

2017-07-15

in today s worlds of drones military strikes and weapons of mass destruction it s difficult to imagine a nonviolent war of constant hostility between world super powers readers will be
intrigued by this conflict known as the cold war they will learn that it was a geopolitical ideological and economic struggle between two world superpowers the usa and the ussr
starting in 1947 and ending in 1991

Sad and Luminous Days

2007-02-08

this is an excellent first book by a young lebanese scholar he brings analytical sophistication and detailed knowledge of a wide variety of sources to bear on a crucial period when the cold
war was being fought out in the middle east he is quick to note that neither the united states nor the soviet union was particularly successful in exerting its influence in the region in
addition the local powers quickly learned to exploit the superpower rivalry he also vividly conveys how the israeli challenge exacerbated inter arab relations finally relying on arabic
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sources he gives a glimpse into the internal decision making of egypt and other arab states noting that they often overestimated their importance to outside powers this well researched and
objective study is a welcome addition to serious history written by middle east scholars from the region from foreign affairs may june 1995

The Cold War

2008-10-24

the cold war explores the secrets of the cold war the superpowers never fought openly on a battlefield instead they attacked one another by underhand means spying propaganda secret
operations and guerrilla wars

The Superpowers And The Middle East

1994-11-13

the united states the soviet union and the geopolitical implications of the origins of the cold war 1945 1949 describes how the united states and the soviet union deployed their hard and
soft power resources to create the basis for the institutionalization of the international order in the aftermath of world war two the book argues that the origins of the cold war
should not be seen from the perspective of a magnified spectrum of conflict but should be regarded as a process by which the superpowers attempted to forge a normative framework capable
of sustaining their geopolitical needs and interests in the post war scenario the united states the soviet union and the geopolitical implications of the origins of the cold war 1945 1949
examines how the use of ideology and the instrument of political intervention in the spheres of influence managed by the superpowers were conducive to the establishment of a stable
international order it postulates that the element of conflict present in the early period of the cold war served to demarcate the scope of manoeuvring available to each of the
superpowers and studies the notion that the united states and the soviet union were primarily interested in establishing the conditions for the accomplishment of their vital geostrategic
interests this required the implementation of social norms imposed in the respective spheres of influence a factor that provided certainty to the spectrum of interstate relations after the
period of turmoil that culminated with the onset of world war two

The Cold War

2012-12-01

this book gives a detailed informative and thought provoking account of the incidents and relations involving the superpowers since 1945 when the cold war began back cover

The United States, the Soviet Union and the Geopolitical Implications of the Origins of the Cold War

2018-10-30

the cold war between the united states and the soviet union lasted from the end of world war ii until the end of the 1980s over the course of five decades they never came to blows
directly rather these two world superpowers competed in other arenas that would touch almost every corner of the globe inside you will read about what was the cold war the origins
of the cold war world war ii and the beginning of the cold war the cold war in the 1950s the cold war in the 1960s the cold war in the 1970s the cold war in the 1980s and the end of
the cold war both interfered in the affairs of other countries to win allies for their opposing ideologies in the process governments were destabilized ideas silenced revolutions broke out and
culture was controlled this overview of the cold war provides the story of how these two countries came to oppose one another and the impact it had on them and others around the
world

The Superpowers, a New Detente

1989

it was in the third world that the ambitions and fears of the two cold war superpowers were played out v korea vietnam egypt and syria afghanistan in their bizarre way these were
carefully controlled wars carefully controlled in the sense that neither great power allowed itself to become directly engaged in a hot war with the other equally neither allowed itself
to go for broke in a grand sweep across the third world in fear of provoking that final confrontation but this fear of direct confrontation was never as rigidly controlled as one would
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think again and again events veered towards a clash between eagle and bear the authors of this book make real such terrifying possibilities as korea or the 67 war dragging in both
superpowers they predict the consequences of the united states or the soviet union attempting radical strategies in vietnam or in a divided germany either to follow the british success in
malaya or to invade the north they imagine the invasion of cuba when the delicate signals failed to find a way out of the missile crisis and bring to life a scenario in which the soviet union
knocks the great game off the board by using afghanistan as base to bring down pakistan and achieve its warm water port on the indian ocean cold war hot vividly brings to life these and
many other alternate scenarios taking the reader behind the scenes at these momentous moments in history in showing what could have happened the authors show how precarious the cold
war peace actually was and how little it would have taken to tip the balance into world war three

Spotlight on the Cold War

1986

during the cold war military conflicts in vietnam and afghanistan validated the importanct of war in global power dynamics but military intervention proved not to be politically
sustainable for the usa and the ussr this study investigates the parallels and differences in the two conflicts

Cold War

2016-11-20

the cold war explores the secrets of the cold war the superpowers never fought openly on a battlefield instead they attacked one another by underhanded means spying propaganda secret
operations and guerrilla wars

Cold War Hot

2011-10-19

the cold war superpowers endeavored mightily to win hearts and minds abroad through what came to be called public diplomacy while many target audiences were on the conflict s original
front lines in europe the vast majority resided in areas in the throes of decolonization and experienced the cold war as public diplomacy as a media war for their allegiance rather than as
violence in these areas superpower public diplomacy encountered volatile issues of race empire poverty and decolonization which intersected with the dynamics of the cold war and with anti
imperialist currents the challenge to us public diplomacy was acute jim crow and washington s european imperial alliances were inseparable from the image of the united states and put
american outreach unavoidably on the defensive newly independent voices in the non european world responded to this media war by launching public diplomacy campaigns of their own in
addition to validating the strategic importance of public diplomacy they articulated a different vision of the postwar world rejecting the superpowers cold war they forged the third
world project around nonalignment post imperial economic development and anti colonial racial solidarity in doing so jason c parker argues the united states inadvertently helped to
nurture the third world as a transnational imagined community on the postwar global landscape tracing us public diplomacy during the early years of the cold war hearts minds voices
narrates how us foreign policy engaged with and impacted the global south and international history more broadly

Superpowers Defeated

2013-02-01

a collection of essays primarily examining us and soviet policy and decision making its implementation and results acidic paper annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

The Cold War

2012-01-01

the cold war offers a brief but detailed treatment of one of the most complex eras of the 20th century in this fully revised second edition j p d dunbabin drawing on international scholarship
and using much new material from communist sources describes a world in which covert operations could be as important as outright diplomacy soft power as influential as hard and in
which competing ideologies ruled the hearts as much as the heads of the leaders in power dunbabin s account is global in scope taking into account the importance of players beyond the
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superpowers and shedding ligh

Hearts, Minds, Voices

2016-09-01

understand the cold war provides a fascinating insight into this complicated and hidden conflict from how it began to the main characters involved and the culture it created it will help
you understand how the superpowers grew and vied for dominance and how the balance was lost all the important aspects of the war are covered from what jfk and his assassin had in
common to a discussion of whether the tension ended after the fall of the berlin wall give yourself the opportunity to understand the global reach of this 45 year long conflict which
shaped the latter half of the twentieth century not got much time one five and ten minute introductions to key principles to get you started author insights lots of instant help with
common problems and quick tips for success based on the author s many years of experience extend your knowledge extra online articles at teachyourself com to give you a richer
understanding things to remember quick refreshers to help you remember the key facts try this innovative exercises illustrate what you ve learnt and how to use it

The Superpowers, Central America, and the Middle East

1988

essay from the year 2003 in the subject politics international politics topic peace and conflict studies security grade 1 a university of kent department of politics and international
relations 9 entries in the bibliography language english abstract when the usa dropped two nuclear bombs on the japanese cities of nagasaki and hiroshima in august 1945 the world
witnessed the first and so far the last use of these weapons their devastating effect led to a worldwide fear of atomic bombs but could not however prevent a number of states from
developing these fatal devices in fact the two superpowers engaged in the subsequent arms race during the cold war which in the end left both with a nuclear arsenal big enough to destroy
the entire world several times over although these weapons exist in huge amounts they have never been used for military purposes since this distinction is important to make because the
superpowers did make use of their nuclear arsenal on a political level namely with the strategy of nuclear deterrence based on the us assurance that a soviet attack on the usa or its
allies would be answered with massive retaliation this strategy has prevented a nuclear war by looking at the concept of nuclear deterrence in more detail this essay will argue that
nuclear deterrence must be seen as a conflict even though arguments can be found underlining the view that it is not it is certainly true that the abstract nature of nuclear strategy makes
an explanation in the traditional clausewitzian sense of conflict impossible however recognising the fact that the arrival of the nuclear bomb has changed the purpose of military strategy
fundamentally namely from the purpose of winning wars to the purpose of preventing wars inevitably leads to a new concept of conflict nuclear strategy has introduced a shift of
strategic thinking away from the military towards politics this does of course mean that conflict now has to be defined in political terms conflict can no longer only be seen as the
confrontation of armies in the battlefield but must include the threat of use of force as the political dimension of conflict as well

New Grade 9-1 GCSE History Edexcel Topic Guide - Superpower Relations and the Cold War, 1941-91

2019-05

whether world war ii made or merely marked the transition of the united states from a major world power to a superpower the fact remains that america s role in the world around it had
undergone a dramatic change other nations had long recognized the potential of the united states they had seen its power exercised regularly in economics if only sparodically in politics
but world war ii and the landscape it left behind prompted american leaders and the congress to conclude that they had to use the nation s strength to protect and advance its interests

The British between the Superpowers, 1945–50

1983-12-01

analyzes the potential social political and cultural implications of the recent changes in eastern europe the declining influence of the superpowers and the opportunities and pitfalls of a
european community

The Cold War

2007
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includes firsthand speeches letters diary entries and other primary source materials that give the reasons these unforgettable events unfolded as they did this book describes what caused
the cold war between the united states and the soviet union

Understand The Cold War: Teach Yourself

2010-08-27

en mulig koalition mellem vesttyskland storbritanien frankrig og japan foresl�s for at undg� inddragelse i rivaliseringen mellem usa og ussr men med et vist samarbejde med usa

Nuclear deterrence between the two superpowers during the Cold War cannot be considered a conflict because of the
abstract nature of nuclear strategy. Discuss.

2003-11-20

the book analyses the role of the german question in the origins of the cold war the work evaluates the transformation which occurred in germany and the post war international order due
to the inter allied work on denazification the author analyses the rationalist aspects of superpower interaction with particular emphasis on the legal and diplomatic framework which
sustained not only the treatment of the german question but also the general context of inter allied relations the author also tackles the conflictual aspects of the treatment of the
german question by examining superpower interaction in relation to the enforcement of their structural interests the main argument of the book is that due to the interaction between the
elements of intervention and coexistence the german question constituted the most significant issue in the configuration of the post war international order

America Unbound

2016-09-27

research paper undergraduate from the year 2009 in the subject politics topic peace and conflict security grade 2 0 justus liebig university giessen institut f�r politikwissenschaft course
the east west conflict language english abstract the ideological division between east and west communism and capitalism culminated in a nuclear arms race which had the potential to
destroy the whole world after going through various crises which will be presented to you in this paper like for example the extremely dangerous cuban missile crisis in 1962 the involved
states realized that without a rapprochement on governmental level a competition for global predominance would potentially destroy the whole world one first step on the way to
d�tente was the installation of the moscow washington hotline the red telephone or the hei�e draht how we call it in germany was approved by an agreement on june 20 1963 in geneva
switzerland other reasons for a political approximation were to be found in the domestic affairs of the u s a and the soviet union from the american perspective the debacle in vietnam had by
the late 1960 s proven costly in terms of life lost and the expenditures incurred while it had simultaneously undermined the united states prestige around the globe weaknesses in the soviet
economy the need for access to western markets and technology provided an additional rationale for moscow s interest in det�nte

The End of the Cold War

1990

arguing that we live in a world where great powers such as china and the eu are not helpless in the face of the united states this text contends that the other major nations of the world
must work alongside the us in order to counter balance america s current dominance of the international political scene

Why Did the Cold War Happen?

2010-08-01
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Western Europe & Japan Between the Superpowers

1984

The German Question and the Origins of the Cold War

2008

The Emergence of Detente in the Cold War

2010-05-11

The United States and the Great Powers

2004-10-15
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